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We propose the use of ISI-JCR categories as units of cocitation and measurement for the construction of heliocentric
maps. The use of a spatial metaphor allows us to illustrate, analyze and compare domains in terms of the categories and
their interconnections or links. We can also move around within the structure of these domains for further analysis, and
access the documents associated to the categories and to the links that cocite or relate them.
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In Moya Anego´n et al. (2004), we reviewed the relevant literature of the past four decades in information
visualization and proposed the use of class and subject category cocitation as a technique for the analysis
and visualization of great domains. Departing from the same notion, the present paper puts forth the con-
struction of heliocentric maps that make manifest the relationships among categories and the ﬂux of infor-
mation within and among them. Moreover, these maps yield the possibility of showing the documents
hidden behind each category and the links that unite them.0306-4573/$ - see front matter  2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.ipm.2005.03.017
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major scientiﬁc domains, deﬁned by Hjorland and Albrechtsen (1995), in terms of the interactions between
authors and their role in the scientiﬁc world that are reﬂected by citation. These representations, moreover,
can be used as interfaces for information retrieval.
We shall begin by brieﬂy explaining how the information surrounding ISI-JCR (The Thomson Corpo-
ration, 2004a) categories can be used as a unit of measurement and cocitation. We then describe the meth-
odology developed for the generation of heliocentric maps, which facilitate the analysis of the structure of a
given domain and enhance retrieval of documents associated with the central node and the links of each
map. Finally, the results and conclusions of our work are presented: we show examples of maps based
on the geographic domains of Spain, France and England with respect to the ISI-JCR categories, and com-
ment on their distinctive elements as well as their features in common.2. Category cocitation
Cocitation is a widely used and generally accepted technique for obtaining relational information about
documents belonging to a domain. This relational information can be used to build maps that will repre-
sent, with a high degree of ﬁdelity, the structure of the domain that the documents comprise. Because we
strive to represent and analyze the structure of large domains, whether they be thematic, geographic or
institutional, we propose the use of ISI-JCR cocitation categories as a tool for this purpose.
According to the above scheme, the references to document X manifest the relation of cocitation existing
between the referenced documents and between their respective authors. By analogy, we can go one step
further to relate the journals where these documents have been published, as well as the subject categories
assigned by the ISI-JCR to each one of these journals. In this way, it is evidently easy to translate document
cocitation into category cocitation. In fact, higher levels of grouping would also be possible.3. Source of data
For strictly academic and investigative purposes, we downloaded from the Web of Science (The Thom-
son Corporation, 2004b)—more speciﬁcally from the Science Citation Index-Expanded (SCI-E), Social Sci-
ence Citation Index (SSCI), and the Arts & Humanities Citation Index (A & HCI)—all those records for
the year 2002 whose Address ﬁeld included ‘‘Spain’’ or ‘‘France’’ or ‘‘England’’. These were introduced into
an ad hoc relational database to make the necessary queries for category cocitation. At the time of our con-
sultation, the database contained a total of 159,794 documents (articles, biographical items, book reviews,
corrections, editorial materials, letters, meeting abstracts, news items and reviews) from 6584 journals, with
the corresponding JCR categories assigned by the ISI itself.4. Methodology
The adoption of the ISI-JCR classiﬁcation as the unit of measurement and cocitation implies, ﬁrst, facing
those problems that are intrinsic to the classiﬁcation itself. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the main idiosyncrasy of
the ISI-JCR classiﬁcation is that it may assign diﬀerent categories to one single journal in view of the subject
matter of the documents they publish, thus producing an error of accumulation in computing cocitation. This
is what we will refer to as latent cocitation. That is, a single mention of a document published in a journal that
happens to be assigned to more than one JCR category will inevitably set oﬀ the cocitation of that number of
categories. For instance: the journal Information Processing & Management (IPM) belongs to the categories
Fig. 1. Cocitation scheme.
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one reference to a document in this journal will trigger the cocitation of both categories, resulting in an over-
estimation of cocitation and implying a margin of error in the representation of the domain structure.
Eliminating this cocitation latency is a relatively easy matter. All we need to do is to group the categories
cited by each one of the source documents, and calculate cocitation on the basis of that grouping. The result
is non-latent category cocitation, where the latency inherent to the classiﬁcation does not condition the rep-
resentation of the structure of the domain we wish to analyze. This non-latent form of cocitation is the one
we will use to generate heliocentric maps; and when we heretofore speak of cocitation, it should be under-
stood in these terms.
Another drawback to bear in mind is the ISI category of Multidiciplinary Sciences, which includes jour-
nals such as Science Nature, Endeavor and Interciencia, among others. When for example an article about a
speciﬁc discipline such as Genetics is published in one of these journals, it is not reﬂected in the map of its
domain, but rather is labeled as ‘‘multidisciplinary’’. For the present study, in order to avoid the ensuing
loss of information, we replace the category Multidisciplinary Sciences with the category that is most cited
by the references of each one of the documents included therein. In those cases where the most cited cate-
gory was Multidisciplinary Sciences itself, we retrieved each source document and assigned it a JCR cate-
gory manually, on the basis of its title and abstract.
Because the multiple assignment of categories to one single journal introduces some distortion in the cal-
culation of cocitation, we are currently working on a process that will allow us to categorize works individ-
ually in a way that is compatible with the ISI-JCR categorization. This would solve the problem of latent
cocitation as well as facilitate the categorization of non-multidisciplinary work (which may erroneously be
attributed to journals that the ISI-JCR classiﬁes as multidisciplinary). For the time being, however, the
intermediate formula described above was the best solution available.
Another obstacle to overcome is that of the normalization of the citation indexes throughout the ﬁeld of
disciplines included in the SCI, SSCI and A & HCI. This matter has already been dealt with by Small and
Garﬁeld (1985). In their wake, we standardize category cocitation by dividing the cocitation ﬁgure by the
square root of the product of the frequency in citing the categories.NCMðijÞ ¼ CcðijÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
cðiÞ  cðjÞp
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citation. Having cleared up these concepts, we can now focus on the main objective of building a set of
heliocentric maps for as many categories as those proving productive during the period of study. The spe-
ciﬁc category to be analyzed will be situated in the center (helios) and the others will ‘‘revolve’’ around it, as
planets, with the greater or lesser distance (orbit) in-between determined by the intensity of their relation-
ship (cocitation). Each heliocentric map thus becomes an individualized characteristic representation of
research into that speciﬁc domain.
4.1. Rendering the information
Due to limitations regarding space (Tufte, 1994; Tufte, 2001), it is practically impossible to clearly rep-
resent each one of the heliocentric categories with all its potential planets. Yet clarity in the representation is
vital, as emphasized by Small (2000), and so the gain in simplicity may be worth the sacriﬁce of some con-
nections in visualization. Bearing this in mind, we propose the application of a pruning mechanism, involv-
ing a variable threshold established by the particulars of the heliocentric category and its relationships or
orbits with respect to the other categories or planets. The proposed cutoﬀ value is the mean plus the stan-
dard deviation of all the cocitation values greater than zero—already standardized—of the heliocentric cate-
gory with respect to its planets. The planets with a threshold lower than the established one will be
eliminated from the map and do not appear in the ﬁnal representation. For instance, the heliocentric
map shown in Fig. 2 depicts ‘‘Information Science & Library Science’’ in Spain, with all the planets that
surpass the aforementioned cutoﬀ point. This pruned map does not imply that the planets included areFig. 2. Heliocentric map of Information Science & Library Science in Spain.
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icant ones in that domain, by virtue of their surpassing a very high cocitation threshold.
It is highly probable that, as a consequence of the multidisciplinarity of science, more planets exist below
the established threshold and some of them may even be signiﬁcant and important for the analysis of that
domain. For example, and to continue with the case of Information Science & Library Science, we arrive at
Fig. 3 by applying a cutoﬀ value equal to the mean, whereas Fig. 4 has no cutoﬀ point. This means that all
the planets of the heliocentric category appear in Fig. 4. Of course, in both examples, the maps obtained
appear somewhat complicated due to the lack of space, a direct consequence of the increased information.
The heliocentric maps of Figs. 3 and 4 were selected partly because they are related with the material we
work with, but above all because of their limited number of planets. Normally, a heliocentric map would
have many more planets. We cannot oﬀer a statistical or algorithmic explanation as to why the cutoﬀ point
proposed is used instead of some other value, nor defend it as the ideal one. Yet we can say that after car-
rying out a detailed analysis of the representations and contemplating multiple cutoﬀ points, the mean plus
the standard deviation proved to be the threshold guaranteeing the best balance between map clarity, the
relevance of information supplied by the domain, and very limited informational noise produced by the
appearance of planets with a low degree of cocitation.
In generating these graphs, we used the algorithm of Kamada and Kawai (1989). This algorithm auto-
matically generates non-directed graphs on a plane, guided by esthetic criteria: it minimizes the number of
crossed links, reﬂects the symmetries of the graph, distributes the nodes in a uniform manner over the avail-
able space and makes all the links homogeneous with regards to length. Thus, we ﬁx a node in the central
position that corresponds with that of each one of the heliocentric categories (the productive ones in the
domain in question). Unlike Kamada Kawai on this point, we preferred to interpret the cocitation values
of the planets with respect to the central category as similarities, which means that the links become ofFig. 3. Heliocentric map of Information Science & Library Science in Spain with a threshold value equal to the mean.
Fig. 4. Heliocentric map of Information Science & Library Science in Spain with no cutoﬀ point.
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1, and the rest of the values are made proportional with reference to this maximum. In this way we can see
at ﬁrst glance which planets are the closest ones to the heliocentric category, and are therefore most closely
related with it.
The resulting map is exported to Scalable Vector Graphic (SVG) format (W3C, 2004), which allows us to
zoom in or move vertically or horizontally over the maps. In turn, the code is subjected to a series of mod-
iﬁcations. In the ﬁrst place, the nodes of each map are tagged with the names corresponding to each one of
the ISI-JCR categories. Then, for each map, the size of these categories is made proportional to the number
of documents produced in them. In this way categories with only minor scientiﬁc production are made per-
fectly visible. Third, the hyperlinks needed in the links and in the central category are inserted to allow the
retrieval of information associated with them. At the same time, we insert the hyperlinks needed in the rest
of the categories to facilitate navigating through the structure of the domain.
In the case of our study, representations in two dimensions are used, but there is no reason why not to
use three dimensions.4.2. Information retrieval
As mentioned in the methodology section, each heliocentric map includes—in the helios and in the links
with its planets—hyperlinks that make it possible for us to click into a relational database built ad hoc. This
database would gather up the bibliographic information of the documents dealt with.
There are two means of retrieving and accessing this information. The ﬁrst is tied to the heliocentric cate-
gory itself. A simple query, for each map, shows the works pertaining to that category ordered according
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the heliocentric category and its planets by relevance of cocitation.
The ordering by relevance of cocitation is achieved by combining the three queries into one main query,
to determine the relevance of the documents and therefore their order as well. The ﬁrst-degree query of rel-
evance shows, for each orbit, the works cocited by the heliocentric category and their corresponding planet,
but pertaining necessarily to that heliocentric category. According to our criteria, these works are the most
relevant ones, as they reﬂect contributions made from the very heliocentric category itself, in tight relation
with each of the planets or disciplines that orbit around it. This serves to highlight the coinciding points
between disciplines or research fronts from the point of view of the heliocentric category. The second-
degree query, then, shows the works that, while cocited by the heliocentric category and its corresponding
planet, appear published in the planet category, thus indicating documents that exhibit conﬂuence between
categories or research fronts originating in the planet. Third and ﬁnally, the works cocited by categories
that do not belong to either the heliocentric category nor to its planets mainly represent sporadic or tan-
gential relationships between disciplines from a totally separate standpoint. In order to set oﬀ the diﬀerent
degrees of relevance of the works retrieved here, the output of each of the three types of queries is shown
with a diﬀerent colored background.5. Results
To facilitate the understanding of results for the reader, in the ﬁrst place we give a general analysis of the
Spanish domain, using as an example several heliocentric maps of that domain. Then we compare the
domains of Spain, France and England, also on a general level, by looking at some of the more character-
istic or unusual heliocentric maps produced.
5.1. Analysis of a domain
Fig. 2 shows a snapshot of the disciplines that make up the main lines of research in Information Science
& Library Science in Spain for the year 2002: Information Systems and Computer Science, Management,
Computer Science-Information Systems and Computer Science-Interdisciplinary Application. Obviously, in
this snapshot map the heliocentric category or object of study is Information Science & Library Science,
and the planets with a greater level of cocitation and nearby orbits are, in the following order, Computer
Science-Information Systems, Computer Science-Interdisciplinary Applications and Management. (The num-
bers appearing next to each link indicate the degree of standardized cocitation of each planet with respect to
the heliocentric category.) We can also easily see from the size of the heliocentric category and its diﬀerent
planets that the category with the greatest proportion of output is Computer Science-Interdisciplinary Appli-
cations. It is followed by Computer Science-Information Systems and Management, whereas the lowest level
of production corresponds to Information Science & Library Science.
Direct access to the information contained in each heliocentric category and in its orbits allows us to
observe, for example in Fig. 5, a snapshot of the top twenty references obtained upon activating the query
of the heliocentric category of Fig. 2.
In keeping with the example of Information Science & Library Science, Fig. 6 provides another snapshot
of the top-cocited 48 documents published in 2002, obtained by activating the orbit between that heliocen-
tric category and Computer Sciences-Information Systems, ordered according to the relevance of cocitation.
Finally, and to round out the Library & Information Science perspective of the examples, the graph of
Fig. 7 shows the map accessed by activating the hyperlink of the category Computer Science-Information
Systems of the map in Fig. 2, thus calling up a new heliocentric map that likewise enables the user to nav-
igate and retrieve information.
Fig. 5. Spanish documents under the category Library Science and Information Science, year 2002.
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the actual state of research in Spain. This is conﬁrmed by the existence of the published works obtained
from the orbit query. Furthermore, this opinion was backed up by a number of Spanish experts in Com-
putational Sciences whom we consulted for their assessment of the heliocentric maps created.
5.2. Comparison of domains
We see that both Spain and France produced scientiﬁc works in 216 categories, while England shows
output in two more categories, for a total of 218. The diﬀerences, therefore, are minimal and are shown
in Table 1.
Generally speaking, the three geographic domains we look at here are quite similar, with equally well
developed socioeconomic and technological foundations. France and England share G8 status (the group
of the eight most industrialized countries of the world). France and Spain, on the other hand, share a Med-
iterranean culture that distinguishes them from the Anglo Saxon background in many respects. In other
words, a domain structure is bound to reﬂect certain diﬀerences insofar as levels of development, econom-
ics, and scientiﬁc policy. And so it is.
Only two heliocentric categories or disciplines—Astronomy & Astrophysics, and Physics-Particles &
Fields (Figs. 8 and 9)—fully coincide with regard to the situations of their planets in all three geographical
Fig. 6. Documents associated with the link between Library Science and Information Science and Computer Science & Information
Systems, year 2002.
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Table 1
Categories for which output does not exist in all three countries
Spain France England
Literature, slavic Literature, slavic
Nursing Nursing
Criminology & penology
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well consolidated, with very stable research fronts that highly resemble each other. If we wish, however,
to detect diﬀerences among the three diﬀerent domains, all we have to do is reduce the threshold or cutoﬀ
value of cocitation during the map construction stage. This will give us representations with a greater
amount of information, though they will also be more diﬃcult to visualize.
Such highly coincidental cases are surprising, as one would naturally assume a certain degree of similar-
ity among the planets appearing in each map and in their orbits, but not to such a noteworthy extent from
country to country. The heliocentric maps of Psychology, Sport Science, and Tropical Medicine (respec-
tively Figs. 10–12) exhibit an intermediate degree of similarity. We can also ﬁnd cases at the other extreme,
such as Law (Fig. 13), where practically all the planets diﬀer substantially from one country to the next.
This suggests a certain lack of representativity of the information contained in the ISI databases in the case
of the social sciences and humanities, including Law.
We should underline that the comparison of domains will reveal the coincidence of the planets and iden-
tify common research fronts for the three countries studied. In turn, the length of the orbits with respect to
Fig. 8. Heliocentric maps of Astronomy & Astrophysics.
Fig. 9. Heliocentric maps of Physics-Particles & Fields.
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ments between the central category and its planets. We should also consider the degree of each heliocentric
category from the perspective of analysis of social networks (Wasserman & Faust, 1998), which reﬂects the
degree of multidisciplinarity of each heliocentric category or discipline in each domain.
We shall now compare the three domains for the category Sport Science from Fig. 11. The decreasing
proximity of each planet with respect to the heliocentric category is shown in Table 2. Five planets consti-
tute the nucleus or common research front in Sport Sciences in all three countries: Rehabilitation, Physiol-
ogy, Orthopedics, Applied Psychology and Respiratory System. The planets with research fronts that vary
from one country to the next are indicated by dark shading. Others are shared by two out of the three
and are lightly shaded. As far as nodes are concerned, Spain has 7, France 8, and England has a total
of 10, suggesting a greater level of multidisciplinarity in the case of English Sport Science. Under similar
Fig. 10. Heliocentric maps of Psychology.
Fig. 11. Heliocentric maps of Sport Sciences.
Fig. 12. Heliocentric maps of Tropical Medicine.
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France or Spain.
In view of the results published here, and with the understanding that the degree of heliocentricity of
each domain is directly proportional to its level of multidisciplinarity when a comparison is made of the
Fig. 13. Heliocentric maps of Law.
Table 2
Sport Science planets ordered by closeness
Spain France England
Rehabilitation Physiology Rehabilitation 
Physiology Rehabilitation Orthopedics 
Orthopedics Orthopedics Physiology 
Psychology Applied Psychology Applied Psychology Applied 
Peripheral Vascular Disease Psychology Experimental Psychology 
Respiratory System Psychology Surgery 
Cardiac & Cardiovascular System Respiratory System Engineering Biomedical
Neuro sciences Respiratory System
Psychology Experimental
Medicine General & Internal
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ary in England than it is in France or Spain. The same can be said of Tropical Medicine, and of Psychology.
Further consideration of our maps (not all included here) reveals that England is the country with more
multidisciplinary categories as well. What is most relevant in our opinion, however, is not who ‘‘wins’’
in multidisciplinarity, but simply the fact that this method facilitates our making such observations within
or among diﬀerent domains.6. Conclusions
We are well aware of the fact that our reliance on the ISI-JCR classiﬁcation as an element of cocitation
entails some bias and limitations. We are willing to acknowledge the possible claims that this classiﬁcation
is arbitrary, ever-changing and beyond our control. Granted, if we had used some other taxonomy, the rep-
resentations obtained would not be exactly the same, yet we suspect that they would be essentially similar.
These reﬂections serve to highlight the value of the methodology used, as they show that great domains can
be represented even under somewhat unfavorable conditions.
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large domains of knowledge or information from a social point of view, and that the renderings be used
as interfaces for information retrieval. The cutoﬀ values used in the construction of the maps may be
adjusted depending on the users objective, whether it be domain analysis per se or the use of the heliocentic
map as an interface.
Furthermore, as a general conclusion, the research eﬀorts reﬂected in our maps are not distributed uni-
formly over disciplines or over countries. The time period we analyze here is too short to show the evolution
of research in a country. However, year to year snapshots might be used to observe and compare the evo-
lution of science or progress in other domains. Groupings of three or four years, in our opinion, would pro-
vide this sort of realistic insight.
Interested readers may consult http://www.atlasofscience.net, at its third level of navigation or browsing,
for all the heliocentric maps of Spain, featuring the characteristics for information retrieval mentioned in
this article for the period 1990–2002.Acknowledgement
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